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A woman’s age at natural menopause (ANM) is a significant indicator of her overall health. Early or late ANM is linked to a number of negative consequences later in life. Despite the fact that it is ...
Joint Genome-Wide Association Analyses Identified 49 Novel Loci For Age At Natural Menopause
Both genetic and lifestyle factors likely contribute to disease risks. A new genetic study of Native Hawaiians by Charleston Chiang at the University of Southern California and colleagues finds that p ...
Polynesian Genetic Ancestry Linked to Obesity, Heart Failure and Diabetes in Native Hawaiians
Researchers sought to determine whether IRF4 expression is associated with an increased susceptibility to de novo AML and myelodysplastic syndrome.
IRF4 Gene Expression Associated With Development of Acute Myeloid Leukemia, Myelodysplastic Syndrome
Ruth et al. European Journal of Human Genetics. Genetic factors contribute strongly to sex hormone levels, yet knowledge of the regulatory mechanisms remains incomplete. Genome-wide ...
Genome-wide association study with 1000 genomes imputation identifies signals for nine sex hormone-related phenotypes
The UK Biobank is an extensive biomedical database containing in-depth genetic and health information from half a million volunteers, and is regularly updated with new data. In the spirit of ...
UK Biobank data advances human genetics
Josh Denny, CEO of the All of Us research program, gave an update on the All of Us program during the Bio-IT World Conference & Expo this week held in Boston and online. The All of Us program is the ...
All of Us Update: Nearing Half a Million Participants, Whole Genomes Available This Winter
Background The length of the HTT CAG repeat explains around 60% of the variance in Huntington’s disease (HD) age at onset. Recently, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of HD age at onset have ...
C04 Protein coding tandem repeat in TCERG1 modifies huntington’s disease onset
The behaviour geneticist explains how biology could have an influence on academic attainment – and why she takes an anti-eugenics approach ...
Kathryn Paige Harden: ‘Studies have found genetic variants that correlate with going further in school’
Scientists are exploring whether the genetic landscape of breast cancer tumours in African women can be captured through blood collection.
Does genomics hold the key for African cancer care?
In a recent study, scientists aimed to find the genetic effects that the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has on individuals with psychiatric disorders.
Researcher explores the genetic interplay between personality traits and COVID
Studies on twins and families have suggested that susceptibility to Parkinson’s disease has a substantial genetic component. Now, an analysis of gene activity in different brain tissues has identified ...
New Analysis Reveals Gene Activity That May Underlie Parkinson’s
The Chernobyl accident on 26 April 1986 led to a sharp increase in thyroid cancer (TC) incidence in the individuals exposed to radiation in childhood. The major risk factor for TC was exposure to ...
Thyroid dose estimates for the genome-wide association study of thyroid cancer in persons exposed in Belarus to 131I after the Chernobyl accident.
Data sets that are biased by having too many genomes from people with European ancestry can still be applied to other ancestry groups to predict their risk of developing breast and prostate cancer.
Studies biased toward white genomes still predict cancer risk in diverse groups
Yan Cui, PhD, associate professor in the UTHSC Department of Genetics, Genomics, and Informatics, recently received a $1.7 million grant from the National Cancer Institute for a study titled ...
Yan Cui and team are innovating artificial intelligence approach to address biomedical data inequality
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), a cancer involving white blood cells known as lymphocytes, is the most common childhood cancer, representing 25% of all cancer diagnoses. It's also one of the ...
New risk factor identified for the most common childhood cancer
Data sets that are biased by having too many genomes from people with European ancestry can still be applied to other ancestry groups to predict their risk of developing breast and prostate cancer, ...
Studies biased toward genomes of people with European ancestry still predict cancer risk in diverse groups, research finds
Hyejung Won, PhD, is principal investigator of five-year project, part of the NIH's $185-million Impact of Genomic Variation on Function consortium. UNC's Karen Mohlke, PhD, and Michael Love ...
UNC-Chapel Hill researchers awarded $9.25M to study DNA variance related to disease
Do people who live into their late 90s and beyond simply carry no pathogenic gene variants, or are they blessed with variants that stave off age-related disease? It's a little bit of both, but more of ...
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